Abstract-This paper presents a computational model for the analysis of broadband PLC radiation by a practical power line with sag. The numerical results show that the sag may have a significant influence on the magnetic vector potential generated by the power line.
A practical power line with sag s is illustrated in Fig. 1 . As pointed out in [1] and [2] , for a practical overhead power line with small relative sag, its catenary shape can be approximated by a parabola,
As the first step of studying the electromagnetic radiation by such a line, we partition the line of length L into N short dipoles as depicted in Fig. 2 . Each of the dipoles is of horizontal length ∆x = L/N , where N is taken to be sufficiently large so that the length of each dipole is much shorter than the wavelength, and they can be approximated by horizontal dipoles.
Then, we compute the magnetic vector potential generated by each dipole. Finally, the total magnetic potential and subsequently the electromagnetic field radiated by the line can be determined as the sum of the fields produced by each of the short dipoles. In this paper, we focus on the computation of the x-component of the magnetic potential A xx , observed in the vicinity of the line above ground, and A xx is readily found to be
where I is a known current carried by the line and the Green's function is given by [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] G xx ( r, r ) = µ a 4π
where µ a = µ 0 , k a = k 0 are the permeability and the wave number of air, J 0 (κρ) is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind, ρ is the distance between the source point and the field point, and − κ 2 , where k b is the wave number of the earth. The Sommerfeldtype integral [8] appearing in Equation (3) is evaluated using a Gaussian-quadrature numerical integration scheme. Using Equations (2)- (4) together with (1), the magnetic potential A xx , in the vicinity of a broadband PLC line is computed for a practical power line of length L = 76.2 m and sag s = 1.32 m.
The frequency is taken to be f = 10 MHz. At this frequency, the line is partitioned into 151 dipoles and the dipole length is indeed much smaller than the wavelength. The potential is observed at a point 3-meters right below the lowest point of the line with sag. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are shown the real and imaginary part of A xx , computed for various relative permittivity of the lower half space (region b) ε br . One observes that as ε br gradually decreases to one, the potential reduces to that of free space, as expected.
Figures. 4(a) and 4(b) depict data of the potential corresponding to different line sags. One notices a significant difference between the potential generated by a practical power line with sag s = 1.32 m and that produced by a straight line. As the sag decreases to zero, the potential gradually becomes that due to a straight line. 
